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DR environment in a cloud:

- 132 CPUs
- 456 GiB RAM
- $$$ per hour
On your laptop:

- 8 CPUs
- 32 GiB RAM
- ~$0 per hour
drenv start envs/regional-dr-kubevirt.yaml
Adam's repo:
https://github.com/aglitke/ocm-kubevirt-samples

Nir's fork:
https://github.com/nirs/ocm-kubevirt-samples
Questions?
Thank you!

Ramen user quick start guide:  
https://github.com/RamenDR/ramen/blob/main/docs/user-quick-start.md

The ocm-kubevirt-samples repo:  
https://github.com/aglitke/ocm-kubevirt-samples

The RamenDR project:  
https://github.com/RamenDR

The KubeVirt project:  
https://github.com/kubevirt